TARIFF DEADLOCK ON IN CONGRESS

Adjoinment May Come Before Final Action.

FIGHT IS OVER HOUSE BILL

La Follette and Underwood Cannot Come to Agreement.

ISLAND CASTAWAYS SAVED FROM SEA

SHIP RESCUES MEN MANOURED ON DAKAR ROCK.

GUARD BEGINS TEN DAYS' MIMIC WAR

1200 Oregon Troops Camp by Sea.

TENTS PITCHED IN DARK

Columbia River Forts Are to Take Part in Maneuvers.

MINES WILL BE EXPLODED

Recall Plans Changed

PROJECT CASTLES IN THE AIR.

POPE IS MUCH IMPROVED

Pope's Condition Now Said to Be Much Better Than It Has Been.

JETTY PROJECT APPROVED

Engineers Recommend That Village Jetty Be Built.

ISLAND CASTAWAYS SAVED FROM SEA

SHIP RESCUES MEN MANOURED ON DAKAR ROCK.

FOR Two MONTHS SERVING ON THE DAKAR ROCK, 24 COAST GUARD CASTAWAYS WERE RESCUED BY THE SHIP "ATLANTIC" WHICH VISITED THE ROCK ON THE OCCASION OF THE FRENCH NAVAL VISIT TO THE UNITED STATES.

THE men sailed from Galba, May 11, a story as a passenger steamer; they had been on the rock for two months, and all were glad to hear the news that they were about to be rescued. They had with them some food, but it was quite limited, and they had to eat grass and shellfish and drink seawater.

They were rescued by the "Atlantic," which visited the rock on the occasion of the French naval visit to the United States. The men were taken to the ship and then to a U.S. station. They have been in splendid health, and are expected to be discharged from the service.
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